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Abstract
The quality of food grains is referred to the every aspect of the profit of supply
and marketing. The varietals purity is one of the factors whose inspection is
more difficult and more complicated than that of other factors. This evaluation
process is, however, tedious and time consuming. The farmers are affected by
this manual activity. A model of quality grade testing and identification is built
which is based on features such as the major axis, minor axis, parameters and
area with image processing and neural network technology. Investigation is
made on basmati rice by image processing and Neural Network which is
implemented based on the features extracted from rice granule. Images are
acquired for rice using Web cam. Image Pre-processing techniques, Ostu’s
Thresholding, Canny edge detection, Feature extraction are performed on the
acquired image using image processing method through MATLAB. The
features are presented to the neural network for training purposes. The trained
network is then used to identify the unknown impurities and its quality.
Keywords: Grain quality, image processing, neural Network, Ostu’s
Thresholding, Canny Edge Detection.

I. INTRODUCTION
Grains are the prime crop for our country to increase the agricultural income. Also,
yield is the most noticeable characteristic to farmers while the crop is in the ground,
but when the milled rice reaches the market, quality becomes the key determinant of
its sale-ability. These grains consist of several impurities like stones, weed seeds,
chaff, and damaged seeds etc. The automation level of testing quality of grain is low
and most work is done by manpower. The workload is so mass that it will lead to
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workers fatigue and need them to have sample testing experience. And it also makes the
testing more costly and long to be made. With the development of import and export
trade this contradiction is more and more outstanding. During grain handling
operations, types of grain and their quality is required at several stages before the next
operation can be determined and performed. In the present grain handling system, grain
type and quality are rapidly assessed by visual inspection. This analysis process is,
however, tedious and time consuming. There is no convenient method to identify these
inferior quality grains in the market. Therefore, this has become a serious issue for the
consumer. The farmers are affected by this manual activity. Therefore, it is required to
explore the possibility of using technology for a suitable solution. The accuracy of
quality checking by using manual method is varied from person to person and it also
depends on working stress, persuasion and loyalty for traders and also the knowledge
and experience of inspectors are required to accurately perform this evaluation
process.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
The samples of Basmati rice grains were collected from store and a camera is used to
acquire and record the images of rice granules of different sizes. The camera is
mounted on a stand which provides vertical movement. When the camera is fixed at
certain distance between the lens and the sample table with uniform background. The
background is black. The uniform intensity of light is provided on the sample table.
Inside the field of view, the grains were arranged in random orientation and position.
Acquired Image stored in jpeg format and parameters were extracted from the image
for further analysis. With the parameters interpreted we will establish a Neural
Network system using Back propagation algorithm for grading of rice granule.
III. BLOCK DIAGRAM
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IV. IMAGE ANALYSIS
It is the process of differentiating the granules from the background and extracting
quantitative information, which is used further for decision making process.
A. Image Acquisition and Smoothing:
Image Acquisition is the first step in image processing. Acquisition is done by using
PC web cam Camera under uniform lighting setup. Smoothing is done using Median
Filters. Median filter is used for pre-processing, because it preserves the edges of the
image during noise removal. Median filtering is extensively used in digital imaging
since it conserves the ends of the image during noise exclusion. Salt and pepper noise
are which with, median filters are predominantly effectual. Using median filter the
noise in the input gray color image is removed.

Fig.1. Smoothing Image
B. Segmentation:
The subsequent step is to segment an image, which is one of the imperative stages in
image analysis. Segmentation is attained by three techniques such as Edge
segmentation, Region segmentation and Thresholding.
C. Thresholding:
It is the method of image segmentation. From a grey scale image threshold can create a
binary image.This technique is based on absorption of light in their surfaces to
characterize the regions of the image. Threshold is to separate the regions in
an image with respect to the objects, which is to be analyzed. The
separation of region is based on the variation of intensity between the
object pixels and the background pixels. In our work to perform thresholding,
ostu’s thresholding technique is implemented. After properly separating the necessary
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pixels, we can set them with a determined value to identify them (i.e. we can assign
them a value of 0(black), 255(white) or any value that suits our needs).

Fig.2. Threshold Image
D. Edge Detection:
Edge detection is based on recognition of edges by diverse edge operators.
Discontinuities in color, Grey level, texture, etc. are detected by edge operators.
Canny Edge Detection:
Canny edge detection is an optimal detector which gives optimal filtered image. The
Grey scale image edges are detected by this optimal detection technique. The edges in
the image are marked only once and false edges are not created due to the noise in the
image because this method has good detection and localization with minimal
response. This detector has the ability to detect weak edges. Canny edge detector
distinguishes the edges by locating the local maxima and minima of the gradient of
the intensity function.
The advantage of Canny edge detection is that
the detected edges are thick. This occurs if the edge is with one pixel thick.
Canny edge detector gives a solution to the problem first it blur the images slightly
and then applies an algorithm that thins the edges to one-pixel effectively.

Fig.3. Canny Edge Detection
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F. Features Extraction:
Extraction of quantitative information from segmented images is deal with Feature
Extraction. Object recognition and classifications is done based on various
algorithms of morphological features. Some of the morphological features
for
classification
purposes
contain redundant,
noisy
and
irrelevant
information. The features which extracted from images of rice granules
is Perimeter, Area, Minor-axis Length and Major-axis Length using
Contour detection. The collected data is given to Neural Network system for
grading of rice granules.
V. GRADING USING NEURAL NETWORK
The collected data is given to the Neural Network Pattern Recognition system for
grading of rice granules.





Extracting patterns and detecting trends are complex to be noticed by either
humans or other computer techniques.
Neural network is used for the classification based on the extracted features
from the rice samples.



The neural network is built with three neurons in input layer, seven neurons in
the hidden layer and one neuron in the output layer.
The network which used for classification is back propagation algorithm.




During the training, neural network weights are initiated with random values.
The weights are stored during the end of training.



When the training completed, the network tested to calculate the accuracy with
stored weights.
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VI. ALGORITHM
Input: Original Color Image
Output: Classified food grains along with Quality
Step1: Acquire the food grain images.
Step2: Enhance image to remove noise
Step3: Identify Patches and Do the image segmentation.
Step4: Extract Color and morphological features.
Step5: Use these features to recognize and classify the food grain image samples using
Neural network
VII. RESULT
Quality evaluation of rice seeds is performed via image processing. Calculations of
perimeter, minor axis length, area, major axis length are done for a given sample. The
rice granules are graded depending on the size of grains present in the sample.




55% of long grains are graded as grade 1.
33.33% of small grains are graded as grade 2.
11.11% of stones are present in sample.
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TABLE I: ANALYSING SEVERAL GRAINS IN ONE SAMPLE

The rice granules are graded depending on the size of grains present in the sample.



100% of long grains are graded as grade 1.
0% of small grains are graded as grade 2.
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TABLE II
ANALYSING SEVERAL GRAINS IN ONE SAMPLE

VII. CONCLUSION
The grading system is developed for easing the labor intensive work and creates
consistency in the quality of product. There are several inferior quality grains arriving
at the market day by day. This system is helpful for categorization grades of granules
using Neural Network Pattern Recognition Tool. This system is based on features
extraction from rice granules. Features which extracted from image of rice granules
are Area, perimeter, major axis, minor axis.
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